
Television is Not Your Friend
It is a tool of Despotic, Communistic, Zionist,
Feudalistic Propaganda and Brainwashing.
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Television is not your friend, it is a Zionist and Commist Tool :

Read Books/PDFs to counter the Zionist Mind Control :
DuckDuckGo*com/Google*com >>

Kaspersky Rescue Disk >> 
curl url >/dev/sdx ; cat file.iso >/dev/sdx ;

fdisk -l ; gparted ; gnome-disks ; su root ; sudo -i ;
Boot it in Limited Graphics Mode with no Sound Card Drivers loaded.

speaker-test -t sine -f 528 -l 1000000000 ;
su root ; echo $RANDOM | md5sum ; passwd root ;

ctrl+shift+v * 5 to lock/update access controls ...
rm /usr/bin/sudo , ssh-agent , cupsd , bluetooth , bash ,

rfkill block bluetooth , gcc , python , rb , ruby , sh ...
You do not have to listen to the Zionist/Communist/Despotic/Jew/Cancer
Corporate Media Outlets of ABC, NBC, CBS, VIACOM, Time Warner,
etc. You can easily view other PDF files on any open source Linux Distro
on any retarded Zionist back-doored computer. You can boot a Live USB
Stick of KRD ( Kaspersky Rescue Disk ) in limited graphics mode with
no sound drivers on any x86/x64. The main reason why Hitler hated the

Jews was because Communism was originally Jewish and Zionism is
clearly a Communistic Approach in its business dealings. Communist

Jews lead Russia to 100 Million Russians dead and they still propagate
the myth of the holocaust as a do while loop repeat statement. Edward

Bernays, author of Propaganda clearly states that the main Media
Outlets ABC, NBC, and CBS are all Zionist Jew owned and Controlled

Opposition for the Docile, Servile, Brainwashed, Pliable, Obediant
Cestui Que Vie Masses to follow orders like any other Freemason H.O.

would. They do not want people saying Rite Aid doesn’t recycle. It would
not be in their best interests, anyone who breaches a trade secret must be

stalked, boxed-in, mobbed, harrassed, and killed off for the said 1
percent who is the ruling Despotic Zionist Jew of the Telepathic Class.
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